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Abstract. In 1995, Ehud de Shalit proved an analogue of a conjecture
of Mazur–Tate for the modular Jacobian J0(p). His main result was valid
away from the Eisenstein primes. We complete the work of de Shalit
by including the Eisenstein primes, and give some applications such as
an elementary combinatorial identity involving discrete logarithms of
difference of supersingular j-invariants. An important tool is our recent
work on the so called “generalized cuspidal 1-motive”.

1. Introduction

Let p, ` ≥ 5 be primes such that ` divides p − 1. Let r = `t be the
largest power of ` dividing p − 1 and R = Z/rZ. Barry Mazur and John
Tate formulated in [13] an exceptional zero conjecture modulo r for elliptic
curves of conductor p. This was proved under certain technical assumptions
by Ehud de Shalit in [4] and [2]. de Shalit in fact proved an analogue of the
Mazur–Tate conjecture for the (generalized) Jacobian of the modular curve
X0(p). However, his result was not complete when localizing at the Eisen-
stein ideal. In this paper we resolve this issue and give various applications
using the theory of the Eisenstein ideal, as we now explain in details.

1.1. Some notation. We first introduce some notation. We try to follow
as much as possible the notation of de Shalit, since we will frequently refer
to his papers. Let D = Z[P1(Q)] and D0 be the augmentation subgroup of

D . The group GL2(Q) acts on P1(Q) via

(
a b
c d

)
·x = ax+b

cx+d ; this induces an

action on D and D0. We denote by Γ, Γ0 and Γ1 the groups SL2(Z), Γ0(p)
and Γ1(p) respectively. If G ⊂ Γ is a congruence subgroup and V is a left G-
module, we denote by SymbG(V ) the group HomG(D0, V ) of G-equivariant
group homomorphisms D0 → V ; this is called the space of modular symbols
of G in V .

Let T = Z[Tn, n ≥ 1] be the Hecke algebra over Z acting on the space of
modular forms of weight 2 and level Γ0, and by T0 its quotient acting on
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the cusp forms. There is an action of T on SymbΓ0
(R) (cf. [4, §2.5] for the

precise definition).
Let log : (Z/pZ)× → R be a fixed surjective group homomorphism. The

various equalities stated in this paper will be independent of the choice of
log since both sides will depend on it in the same way. There is a group
isomorphism Q×p ⊗Z R ' R2 given by α 7→ (vR(α), λR(α)), where vR(α) is
the reduction modulo r of the p-adic valuation ordp(α) of α and λR(α) is

log of the reduction modulo p of α · p− ordp(α) ∈ Z×p .

1.2. The Mazur–Tate conjecture for elliptic curves. Let E is an el-
liptic curve over Q of conductor p with split multiplicative reduction at p
(i.e. ap = 1, where

∑
n≥1 anq

n ∈ S2(Γ0(p)) is the eigenform associated to

E). We know that there exists qE ∈ Q×p , called the p-adic period of E, such

that E(Qp) ' Q
×
p /q

Z
E as rigid analytic spaces. The Mazur–Tate conjecture

may be stated as follows.

Conjecture 1.1 (Mazur–Tate). For any ψ ∈ SymbΓ0
(R) such that Tqψ =

aq · ψ for all primes q, we have in R:

(1) λR(qE) · ψ((0)− (∞)) = vR(qE) ·
p−1∑
a=1

λR(a) · ψ((a/p)− (∞)) .

de Shalit proved the following result.

Theorem 1.2. [4, Theorem 0.3] Conjecture 1.1 holds if the following con-
ditions are satisfied.

(i) E(Q) has no `-torsion.
(ii) The degree of a modular parametrization X0(p)→ E is prime to `.

Remarks 1.1. (i) As de Shalit notes in [4, §6.3], condition (i) holds
except if E = X0(11), in which case we may check conjecture 1.1 by
hand. Thus, although this condition is a posteriori not necessary,
we emphasize it because our results will allow to remove it a priori.

(ii) The necessity of condition (ii) follows from the fact that de Shalit
actually works at the level of the Jacobian of X0(p). Under this
condition, we have vR(qE) ∈ R× so we may rewrite (1) as

(2) LE · ψ((0)− (∞)) =

p−1∑
a=1

λR(a) · ψ((a/p)− (∞))

where LE := vR(qE)−1 · λR(qE) ∈ R is the so-called refined L -
invariant ofE.

(iii) The original conjecture of Mazur and Tate was equality (1) for a
specific and canonical modular symbol ψE attached to E (cf. [4,
§6.1]). As de Shalit notices [4, §6.2], this is in fact not necessary
and only the Hecke property Tqψ = aq · ψ is relevant.
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1.3. The Mazur–Tate conjecture for the generalized Jacobian of
X0(p). We now describe the analogue of the Mazur–Tate conjecture for (the
split part of) the Jacobian J0 of X0(p) (defined over Q, although most of
the time we will consider it over Qp). The curve X0(p) has a model over Zp
whose special fiber is a union of two projective lines intersecting transversally
at the supersingular points [5]. We denote by S these supersingular points,
i.e. the set of isomorphism classes of supersingular elliptic curves over Fp.
It is well-known that the elements of S are defined over Fp2 . Let Qp2 be
the unramified quadratic extension of Qp and Zp2 be its valuation ring.
By the general theory of Mumford curves, J0 ×Qp Qp2 has a rigid analytic
uniformization by a torus, which we now recall following [3].

We let N = Z[S] and N0 the augmentation subgroup of N ; there is a
canonical action of T (resp. T0) on N (resp. N0). There also is a natural
action of Gal(Fp2/Fp), and thus of Gal(Qp/Qp), on N and N0.

There is a canonical symmetric bilinear pairingQ0 : N0×N0 → Q×
p2

induc-

ing an isomorphism of rigid analytic spaces over Qp2 (hence of Gal(Qp/Qp2)-
modules)

J0(p)(Qp) ' Hom(N0,Q
×
p )/q0(N0)

where q0 : N0 → Hom(N0,Q
×
p2

) is induced by Q (note that q0 is the analogue

of the p-adic period qE). In [3], de Shalit extended Q0 to a bilinear pairing
Q : N ×N → Q×

p2
. We denote by q : N → Hom(N,Q×

p2
) the induced linear

map and by qR : N ⊗ZR→ Hom(N ⊗ZR,Q
×
p2
⊗ZR) the induced morphism

modulo r.
We now state some of the properties of Q. The modular curve X0(p) has

two cusps, namely the classes of 0 and ∞, which are defined over Q. We

denote by J ]0 the generalized Jacobian of X0(p) with respect to the modulus
(0) + (∞). We have an exact sequence of group schemes over Q:

1→ Gm → J ]0 → J0 → 1 .

Proposition 1.3. (i) The pairing vR◦Q : N×N → R sends ([E], [E′])

to δE=E′ · wE where E, E′ ∈ S and wE ∈ {1, 2, 3} is Card(Aut(E))
2

(Aut(E) is the automorphism group of E over Fp). In particular,
as ` ≥ 5, vR ◦ qR : N ⊗Z R→ Hom(N ⊗Z R,R) is an isomorphism.

(ii) The pairing Q is symmetric and T-equivariant, i.e. for all x, y in
N and T ∈ T, we have Q(Tx, y) = Q(Ty, x).

(iii) The restriction of Q to N0×N takes values in Q×p and is Gal(Qp/Qp)-

equivariant, i.e. for all x ∈ N0, y ∈ N and σ ∈ Gal(Qp/Qp), we
have Q(σx, σy) = σQ(x, y) = Q(x, y). The same is true for Q
(without restricting to N0 ×N) modulo principal units of Q×

p2
.

(iv) There is a T and Gal(Qp/Qp)-equivariant group isomorphism

(3) J ]0(Qp) ' Hom(N,Q
×
p )/q(N0) .

Proof. Assertion (i) follows from [3, §1.6 (9)]. Assertions (ii) and (iii) follow
from [10, Propositions 3.14 and 3.15]. Assertion (iv) follows from [2, §2.3].

�
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Definition 1.4. The refined L -invariant of weight 2 and level Γ0(p) modulo
r is

LR := (vR ◦ qR)−1 ◦ (λR ◦ qR) ∈ End(N ⊗Z R) .

Proposition 1.3 (iv) combined with a result of Emerton [7] allows us to
prove the following result.

Proposition 1.5. We have LR ∈ T ⊗Z R. Thus, LR acts naturally on
SymbΓ0

(R).

We warn the reader that what de Shalit denotes by LR in [4] is in fact
the image of our LR in T0 ⊗Z R, which we denote by L 0

R.
Recall that in T we have U2

p = 1, where Up is the Hecke operator of index

p. If M is a T⊗ZR-module and ε ∈ {1,−1}, we denote by MUp=ε the largest
subspace of M on which Up acts by multiplication by ε. Note that we have
M = MUp=1⊕MUp=−1 since ` is odd. We prove the following result, which
is an extension of [3, Theorem 0.5].

Theorem 1.6 (Main theorem). For all ψ ∈ SymbΓ0
(R)Up=1, we have

(4) (LR · ψ)((0)− (∞)) =

p−1∑
a=1

λR(a) · ψ((a/p)− (∞)) .

Notice the similarity between (2) and (4). de Shalit in fact deduces Theo-
rem 1.2 from [4, Theorem 0.5]. Theorem 1.6 allows us to remove assumption
(i) in Theorem 1.2. In [4, Theorem 0.5], de Shalit only proved (4) for mod-
ular symbols ψ in a certain subspace of SymbΓ0

(R)Up=1, which is a proper
subspace precisely when localizing at the Eisenstein ideal. In other words,
we remove the condition “non-Eisenstein” in [4, Theorem 5.6].

1.4. Strategy of the proof. We give a rough overview of the proof of
Theorem 1.6. The strategy is similar to the one of de Shalit, which is itself
inspired by the proof by Ralph Greenberg and Glenn Stevens of the Mazur–
Tate–Teitelbaum conjecture [8]. The key player is the Shimura covering
X1(p)→ X0(p). There are two main steps.

The first step is to prove (4) where LR is replaced by a certain Hecke
operator which is a “tame” derivative (with respect to the diamond opera-
tors) of the operator U2

p − 1 of level Γ1(p). The analogous statement for L 0
R

was tackled by de Shalit in [4, §3] using 2-variables theta elements (“tame”
analogues of 2-variable p-adic L functions).

The second step is to relate LR to the above operator. We begin by briefly
recalling de Shalit’s strategy. By Proposition 1.3 (iv), there is a filtration of
R[Gal(Qp/Qp)]-modules

(5) 0→ Hom(N,µr)→ J ]0[r]→ N0 ⊗Z R→ 0 ,

where µr is the module of rth root of unity and J ]0[r] is the r torsion in

J ]0(Qp). de Shalit constructed a deformation of this filtration by considering

the r-torsion of the generalized Jacobian J ]1 of X1(p) with respect to the
reduced cuspidal modulus. This filtered deformation enabled de Shalit to
relate L 0

R to the tame derivative of U2
p − 1.
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Proposition 1.3 (iv) only gives a modular interpretation of the restriction
of Q to N0 × N . To get information on LR and not only on L 0

R, we need
to consider the full pairing Q. This pairing yields a 1-motive Z = N/N0 →
J ]0. One can in fact describe algebraically this 1-motive, and prove that it

takes values in J ]0(Q) [10, Theorem 1.6]. This 1-motive provides a Galois-
equivariant extension of N ⊗Z R by Hom(N,µr), which is characterized
by LR. The main point in the two steps above is then to construct a
deformation of this extension. This is done in Theorem 2.1 by using the

results of [10, Theorem 1.6], where we construct a 1-motive Z[cusps]0 → J ]1.

1.5. Applications using Mazur’s Eisenstein ideal. Let I ⊂ T be the
Eisenstein ideal, i.e. the ideal generated by the elements Tq−q−1 for primes
q 6= p and Up − 1.

Question 1.7. Let s be an integer such that 1 ≤ s ≤ t = ord`(p− 1). Can
we determine

α(p, `, s) := sup{n ∈ Z≥0, LR · (T⊗Z Z/`sZ) ⊂ In · (T⊗Z Z/`sZ)} ?

Obviously, α(p, `, s) is a decreasing function of s. The first result we prove
toward this question is the following.

Theorem 1.8. We have α(p, `, t) ≥ 2.

The proof is a simple combination of Theorem 1.6 and basic facts due to
Mazur concerning the Eisenstein ideal. Combining Theorem 1.8 and [3, §1.6
Main thm], one can prove the following elementary identity, for which we
do not have an elementary proof.

Theorem 1.9. Assume p ≡ 1 (modulo 12), i.e. that for all E ∈ S we have
wE = 1. Let T (S) be the set of spanning trees of the complete graph with
vertices in S. If T ∈ T (S), let E(T ) be the set of edges of T . If E 6= E′ are
in S, let [E,E′] be the edge between E and E. We have:

(6)
∑

T∈T (S)

∏
[E,E′]∈E(T )

log((j(E′)− j(E))p+1) = 0 .

We next give a criterion for α(p, `, s) ≥ 3. Let K be the unique extension
of Q of degree `t inside Q(ζp) and OK be the ring of integers of K. Let Ks =
K2(OK [ 1

`p ])⊗Z Z/`sZ, where if A is a ring we denote by K2(A) the second

Quillen K-group of A. There is a canonical action of Z[Gal(K/Q)] on Ks.
If x, y ∈ Z[ζp,

1
`p ]×, we denote by {x, y} ∈ K2(Z[ζp,

1
`p ]) the corresponding

Steinberg symbol and by (x, y) the image of {x, y} under the norm map
K2(Z[ζp,

1
`p ])→ Ks.

Theorem 1.10. We have α(p, `, s) ≥ 3 if and only if the element

(7)
∑

a∈(Z/pZ)×

log(a) · (1− ζap , 1− ζp) ∈ J · Ks

belongs to J2 · Ks, where J is the augmentation ideal of Z[Gal(K/Q)].
5



Remarks 1.2. (i) The classical tame symbol in K-theory yields a

group isomorphism Ks/J · Ks
∼−→ Z/`sZ given by

(x, y) 7→ log(xv(y)/yv(x)) ,

where v(x) is the (1−ζp)-adic valuation of x and the bar means the
reduction modulo (1− ζp).

(ii) The proof is a consequence of Theorem 1.6 and our work (with Jun
Wang) on a conjecture of Sharifi [11].

(iii) One can show that
∑

a∈(Z/pZ)× log(a)·(1−ζap , 1−ζp) always belongs

to J · Ks. Furthermore, the group J · Ks/J2 · Ks is isomorphic to
I2 ·(T⊗ZZ/`sZ)/I3 ·(T⊗ZZ/`sZ). The class of (7) in J ·Ks/J2 ·Ks
corresponds to the class of LR in I2 ·(T⊗ZZ/`sZ)/I3 ·(T⊗ZZ/`sZ).

(iv) The condition α(p, `, s) ≥ 3 is not always satisfied, e.g. if (p, `, s) =
(181, 5, 1). It is however satisfied if I2 · (T ⊗Z Z/`sZ) = I3 · (T ⊗Z

Z/`sZ), which is the case if and only if
∑ p−1

2
k=1 k·log(k) 6≡ 0 (modulo `)

as a consequence of a result of Merel [14, Théorème 1].

Acknowledgements. I would like to thank my Phd advisor Löıc Merel
for suggesting me to work on this problem and for his support during the
completion of this paper. Part of this work began at the end of my Phd
thesis and the details were worked out afterwards. This work was funded by
Université Paris–Diderot, the Yau Mathematical Sciences Center, Tsinghua
University and the The Fondation Sciences Mathématiques de Paris.

2. Proof of the main theorem

In this section, we prove Theorem 1.6.

2.1. Notation and conventions. Keep the notation of section 1. We in-
troduce some more notation. Fix an algebraic closure Q of Q together with
embeddings Q ↪→ Qp and Q ↪→ C.

Let Λ = R[F×p ], J be the augmentation ideal of Λ, Λ = R[µr(F
×
p )],

J be the augmentation ideal of Λ, Λ′ = R[µ(p−1)/r(F
×
p )] and J ′ be the

augmentation ideal of Λ′. Here, for any integer n ≥ 1 we have denoted by
µn(F×p ) the elements of order dividing n in F×p . Note that Λ is a local ring
and a direct factor of Λ. The R-algebra Λ′ is étale. We warn the reader that
de Shalit uses the notation I, I and I ′ for J, J and J ′ respectively (we want
to avoid confusion with the Eisenstein ideal). If M is a Λ-module, we denote
by M [J ] the elements of M annihilated by J (a similar notation applies to
J and J ′). We let 〈.〉 : Gal(Qp/Qp) → Λ× be the character sending g to

[χp(g)(p−1)/r] where χp : Gal(Qp/Qp) → F×p is the cyclotomic character
modulo p.

Concerning Hecke operators (of level Γ0 or Γ1), we will consider the dual
ones (induced by Picard functoriality), i.e. those considered in [2, §1.1].
We warn the reader that de Shalit uses the standard Hecke operators in [4]
(i.e. those induced by Albanese functoriality). We will only use the Hecke
operator Up in what follows (it is usually denoted by U∗p in the litterature,
e.g. in [6, §5.5]). We shall use bold letters for Hecke operators of level Γ1,
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to distinguish them from those of level Γ0 (e.g. Up versus Up). We denote
by T1 the Hecke algebra of weight 2 and level Γ1 over Z. There is a ring
morphism Λ→ T1⊗ZR sending [a] to 〈a〉 (the ath dual diamond operator,
corresponding to a matrix in Γ0 whose upper-left corner is congruent to a
modulo p).

We denote by C0 and C1 the cusps of X0 and X1 respectively. We have
C1 = Cet

1 t C
µ
1 where Cet

1 (resp. Cµ1 ) is the set of cusps of X1 above the cusp
0 (resp. ∞) of X0.

We choose the standard canonical model for the modular curve X1 over
Q, i.e. the moduli space of pairs (E,Z/pZ ↪→ E[p]). In this model, the
cusps of X1, the cusps in Cµ1 (resp. Cet

1 ) are defined over Q(ζp)
+ (resp. Q).

2.2. Construction of a filtered deformation. Let q : N → J ]0(Qp)

be the composite of q : N → Hom(N,Q×
p2

) with the uniformization map

Hom(N,Q
×
p )→ J ]0(Qp). Since q(N0) = 0, q(N) is a cyclic group. We let

W0 := (J ]0(Qp)/q(N))[r] .

By Proposition 1.3, we have a T and Gal(Qp/Qp)-equivariant short exact
sequence

(8) 0→W 0
0 →W0 →W 1

0 → 0 .

where W 0
0 = Hom(N,µr) and W 1

0 = N ⊗Z R.
Our key input is the following result, whose proof relies on the ideas

developed by the author in [10] and the techniques of de Shalit.

Theorem 2.1. There exists a R-module W1 with a commuting action of T1

and Gal(Qp/Qp) satisfying the following properties.

(i) W1 is a free Λ-module of rank 2m+ 2 where m is the genus of X0.

(ii) There is a group isomorphism τ : W0
∼−→ W1[J ] which is T1 and

Gal(Qp/Qp)-equivariant.

(iii) There is a short exact sequence of T1 and Gal(Qp/Qp) modules

(9) 0→W 0
1 →W1 →W 1

1 → 0 ,

where W 0
1 and W 1

1 are free Λ-modules of rank m+ 1. Furthermore,
the analogous exact sequence

(10) 0→W 0
1 [J ]→W1[J ]→W 1

1 [J ]→ 0 .

remains exact and is identified with (8) under τ .
(iv) Let φ : Gal(Qp/Qp) → Aut(W1) be the unramified representation

sending Frobp to Up (note that Up acts invertibly on W1 since it

does so on W1[J ] by (ii)). The action of Gal(Qp/Qp) on W 0
1 is

given by φ−1. The action of Gal(Qp/Qp) on W 1
1 is given by φ〈·〉−1.

Remarks 2.1. (i) Theorem 2.1 is analogous to [4, Theorem 4.3], where
de Shalit deforms the filtration (5) (notice that our character 〈·〉 is
inverse to the one of de Shalit in this theorem). The main difference
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here is that we have replaced (5) by (8). Another important differ-
ence is that the Λ-module W1 is free, while the analogous statement
is false in de Shalit’s situation.

(ii) Theorem 2.1 (iv) is similar to [4, Proposition 4.6].
(iii) There is in fact an action of Gal(Q/Q) on W0 and W1, but the

exact sequences (8) and (9) are presumably not Gal(Q/Q)-stable.

Proof. Following de Shalit, we begin by recalling some facts about the ge-
ometry of X1. Let K = Qp(ζp) and OK be its ring of integer, where ζp ∈ Qp

is a primitive pth root of unity. Let X1 be the model of X1 over OK consid-
ered by de Shalit in [2, §2.4]. The special fiber over Fp of X1 is the union of
two irreducible components Σet and Σµ, both isomorphic to the Igusa curve
Ig(p), intersecting at the supersingular points S. The cusps in Cet

1 (resp. Cµ1 )
define OK points of X1 whose special fibers lie in Σet (resp. Σµ).

We denote by J ]
1 the Néron model of J ]1×QK over OK and by (J ]

1/Fp
)0

the connected component of the special fiber of J ]
1 . We have an exact

sequence of abelian group schemes over Fp:

(11) 0→ Hom(Z[S],Gm/Fp)→ (J ]
1/Fp

)0 → Jet,] × Jµ,] → 0

where Jet,] is the generalized Jacobian of Σet with respect to the reduced

cuspidal modulus and similarly for Jµ,]. We denote by (J ]
1 )0 the preimage

of (J ]
1/Fp

)0(Fp) by the reduction map J ]
1 (Ounr

K ) → J ]
1 (Fp) (where Ounr

K

is the valuation ring of the maximal unramified extension Kunr of K). Note

that (J ]
1 )0 is a subgroup of J ]1(Kunr) by the Néron mapping property. We

denote by J ],sub
1 the kernel of the projection (J ]

1 )0 → Jµ,](Fp). In the

notation of de Shalit [2, §2.7 Definition], we have J ],sub
1 [r] = J ]1[r]sub (this

follows from the facts that the kernel of the reduction map is a pro-p group
and gcd(`, p) = 1).

We denote by J
′,]
1 the Néron model of J ]1 over Zp. If L ⊂ Qp is an

extension of Qp (possibly ramified or infinite) with residue field κL and

valuation ring OL, we denote by (J
′,]
1 )0(OL) the preimage of (J

′,]
1/Fp

)0(κL)

under the reduction map J
′,]
1 (OL) → J

′,]
1/Fp

(κL), where (J
′,]
1/Fp

)0 is the

connected component of J
′,]
1/Fp

. By the Néron mapping property, there is

a canonical map of OK-schemes J
′,]
1 ×Zp OK → J ]

1 . We denote by G1

the image of (J
′,]
1 )0(Ounr

K ) in (J ]
1 )0 via the latter map. The argument of

[2, Proof of Proposition 2.5] shows that G1 is contained in J ],sub
1 and that

G1[r] = J ],sub
1 [r].

Lemma 2.2. For i ∈ {0, 1}, let Ci be the set of cusps of the modular curve
Xi and Z[Ci]0 be the augmentation subgroup of Z[Ci]. There exists a group
homomorphism

ϕi : Z[Ci]0 → J ]i (Q)

satisfying the following properties.
8



(i) The map ϕi is injective. Furthermore ϕi is T1 and Gal(Q/Q)-
equivariant.

(ii) We have a commutative diagram

Z[C0]0 J ]0(Q)

Z[C1]0 J ]1(Q)

ϕ0

ϕ1

where the vertical maps are the natural maps.

(iii) The following two maps Z→ J ]0(Qp) coincide:

• The map Z→ J ]0(Qp) obtained from ϕ0 after identifying Z[C0]0
with Z (via the choice of (∞)− (0) as a generator) and embed-

ding J ]0(Q) into J ]0(Qp).

• The map Z→ J ]0(Qp) obtained from q : Z = N/N0 → J ]0(Qp).

(iv) The group ϕ1(Z[Cet
1 ]0) is contained in r · G1 (and thus in J ],sub

1 ).

(v) The J-coinvariants of (J ]1(Q)/ϕ1(Z[C1]0))[r] is a free R-module of
rank 2m+ 2 (where m = genus(X0)).

Remark 2.1. Actually, the group G1 is r-divisible so r · G1 = G1.

Proof. We will use the results of [10]. For the convenience of the reader,
we recall some of the notation of that paper. Let X be a proper smooth
curve over a field k, F be any field extension of k, F (X) be the function
field of X ×k F , C be a subset of X(F ), Y = X\C and J ] be the generalized
Jacobian (over k) of X relative to the reduced modulus with support in C.
If P is a closed point in X ×k F , let F (X)P be the completion of F (X) at
P and UP ⊂ F (X)×P be the group of principal units. Let

Div(X, C)(F ) := Div(Y )(F )⊕
⊕
c∈C

F (X)×c /U
×
c ,

where Div(Y )(F ) is the group of divisors of Y defined over F . We denote
by Div0(X, C)(F ) the kernel of the degree map Div(X, C)(F )→ Z given by

D ⊕ (fc modulo Uc)c∈C 7→ deg(D) +
∑
c∈C

ordc(fc) .

There is a canonical map F (X)× → Div0(X, C)(F ), given by

f 7→ divY (f)⊕ (f modulo Uc)c∈C

where divY (f) is the divisor of the restriction of f to Y . Then there is a
canonical Gal(F/k)-equivariant group isomorphism

(12) J#(F )
∼−→ Div0(X, C)(F )/F (X)×

sending the class of a divisor D supported on Y to the image of (D ⊕ 0) in
Div0(X, C)(F )/F (X)×.

We can now give the definition of ϕ0 and ϕ1. We start with ϕ0. Note
that j−1 (resp. (j ◦ wp)−1, where wp is the Atkin–Lehner involution) is a
uniformizer at the cusp ∞ (resp. 0) of X0. Then ϕ0 sends (∞) − (0) to
the class of j−1⊕ j ◦wp in Div0(X0, C0)(Q)/Q(X0)× (the latter group being

9



identified with J#
0 (Q) by (12)). Property (i) for i = 0 follows from [10,

Theorem 1.6 (ii)]. Property (iii) follows from [10, Theorem 1.7].
We now define ϕ1. Note that j−1 (resp. (j◦wp)−1) is a uniformizer at any

cusp in Cµ1 (resp. Cet
1 ). We then define ϕ1(

∑
c∈Cµ1

nµ,c · [c] +
∑

c∈Cet1
net,c · [c])

as the class of (j−nµ,c)c∈Cµ1 ⊕ ((j ◦ wp)−net,c)c∈Cet1 in

Div0(X1, C1)(Q(ζp))/Q(ζp)(X1)× ' J#
1 (Q(ζp))

(the isomorphism coming from (12)).
We prove property (i) for i = 1. The injectivity of ϕ1 follows from [10,

Theorem 1.5 (ii), Theorem 1.1, Remark 3.1 (i)]. Let us prove that ϕ1 is
Gal(Q/Q)-equivariant. The action of g ∈ Gal(Q/Q) on Div0(X1, C1)(Q)
is given by the usual action on Div(Y1)(Q) and the following action on⊕

c∈C1 F (X)×c /U
×
c :

g · (fc)c∈C1 = (g · fc)g(c),c∈C1 .

Since j and j ◦ wp are defined over Q and Gal(Q/Q) stabilizes Cet
1 and Cµ1 ,

we see that ϕ1 is indeed Gal(Q/Q)-equivariant.
It remains to prove that ϕ1 is T1-equivariant (recall that we have chosen

the dual Hecke operators). Let D = Dµ + Det ∈ Z[C1]0, where Dµ =∑
c∈Cµ1

mc · c ∈ Z[Cµ1 ] and Det =
∑

c∈Cet1
ec · c ∈ Z[Cet

1 ]. We want to prove

that ϕ1(T · D) = T · ϕ1(D) where T is the Hecke operator 〈a〉, T` or Up

(a ∈ (Z/pZ)×, ` 6= p prime).
We easily check that 〈a〉 · ϕ1(D) is the class of

(j
−m〈a〉−1·c ◦ 〈a〉−1)c∈Cµ1 ⊕ (j

−e〈a〉−1·c ◦ wp ◦ 〈a〉−1)c∈Cet1

in J ]1, which is the equal to the class of

(j
−m〈a〉−1·c)c∈Cµ1 ⊕ (j

−e〈a〉−1·c ◦ wp)c∈Cet1
= (j−mc)〈a〉·c,c∈Cµ1 ⊕ (j−ec ◦ wp)〈a〉·c,c∈Cet1
= ϕ1(〈a〉 ·D) .

This proves that 〈a〉 · ϕ1(D) = ϕ1(〈a〉 ·D).
We now consider the Hecke operator T`. If c ∈ Cµ1 , we have T`(c) =

(` · 〈`〉 + 1)(c). Similarly, if c ∈ Cet
1 , we have T`(c) = (〈`〉 + `)(c). If i ∈

{0, 1, ..., `−1}, let gi =

(
1 i
0 `

)
. Let g∞ =

(
` 0
0 1

)
and g =

(
a b
c d

)
∈ Γ1(p)

be such that d ≡ ` (modulo p). We easily check that T` · ϕ1(D) is the class

in J ]1 of (fc)c∈Cµ1 ⊕ (hc)c∈Cet1 where fc and hc are functions on the upper-half

plane h given by

fc = (j
−m〈`〉−1·c ◦ gg∞) ·

`−1∏
i=0

j−mc ◦ gi

and

hc = (j
−e〈`〉−1·c ◦ wp ◦ gg∞) · (j−ec ◦ wp ◦ g0) ·

`−1∏
i=1

j
−e〈`〉−1·c ◦ wp ◦ gi .

10



Note that j(z)−1 ≡ e2iπz (modulo U∞) where z ∈ h is near i∞. Thus, we
have

f∞(z) ≡ (e2iπ·`z)
m〈`〉−1∞ ·

`−1∏
i=0

(e2iπ· z+i
` )m∞ (modulo U∞) .

We get

f∞ ≡ (−1)`−1 · j−`·m〈`〉−1·∞−m∞ (modulo U∞) .

More generally, for any c ∈ Cµ1 we have

fc ≡ (−1)`−1j
−`·m〈`〉−1·c−mc (modulo Uc) .

Similarly, for any c ∈ Cet
1 we have

hc ≡ (−1)`−1 · j−`·ec−e〈`〉−1·c ◦ wp (modulo Uc) .

This proves that T` · ϕ1(D) = ϕ1(T` ·D). The proof for Up is similar and
left to the reader.

Property (ii) follows from the functoriality of our construction of ϕ0 and
ϕ1. We prove property (iv). By construction, the restriction of ϕ1 to Z[Cet

1 ]0
takes values in J ]1(Q) (we use the fact that j ◦wp : X1(p)→ P1 and Cet

1 are
defined over Q). By the Néron mapping property, ϕ1 induces group homo-

morphisms ϕ′1 : Z[Cet
1 ]0 → J

′,]
1 (Zp) ↪→ J

′,]
1 (OK) = (J

′,]
1 ×Zp OK)(OK)

and ϕ′′1 : Z[Cet
1 ]0 →J ]

1 (OK) satisfying a commutative diagram:

Z[Cet
1 ]0 (J

′,]
1 ×Zp OK)(OK)

J ]
1 (OK)

ϕ′1

ϕ′′1 .

It remains to show that ϕ′1 takes values in r · (J
′,]
1 )0(Ounr

K ). Since the

group (J
′,]
1 )0(Zunr

p ) is r-divisible, it suffices to prove that ϕ′1 takes values in

(J
′,]
1 )0(Zp). Let J ′

1 the Néron model of the (usual as opposed to general-
ized) Jacobian of X1 over Zp. Define (J ′

1)0(Zp) ⊂J ′
1(Zp) similarly. There

is a canonical map π : J
′,]
1 (Zp)→J ′

1(Zp) and the preimage of (J ′
1)0(Zp)

by this map is (J
′,]
1 )0(Zp). Thus it suffices to prove that π ◦ ϕ′1 takes val-

ues in (J ′
1)0(Zp). By construction, π ◦ ϕ′1 is the canonical map sending a

divisor to its class in the Jacobian. Since all the cusps in Cet
1 lie in the same

irreducible component in the special fiber, π ◦ϕ′1 takes values in (J ′
1)0(Zp)

(the connected component of the special fiber corresponds to divisors which
have degree 0 in each irreducible component).

We finally prove property (v). Since gcd(r, 2p) = 1, [10, Theorem 1.5 (ii)
and Theorem 2.10 (vii)] shows that we have an isomorphism of T1-modules

(J ]1(Q)/ϕ1(Z[C1]0))[r] ' H1(X1, C1, R)+ ⊕H1(Y1, R)− .

Here, H1(X1, C1, R) is the first singular homology group of X1 relative the
cusps with coefficients in R, and similarly for H1(Y1, R). These two groups
have a natural action of the complex conjugation. The ‘+’ (resp. ‘−’) in
the subscript means the subspace on which the complex conjugation acts
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by multiplication by 1 (resp. −1). The R-modules H1(X0, C0, R)+ and
H1(Y0, R)−, set in duality by the intersection pairing, are each free of rank
m+ 1 over R. In order to prove property (v), it thus suffices to prove that
the natural maps

(13) H1(X1, C1, R)/J ·H1(X1, C1, R)→ H1(X0, C0, R)

and
H1(Y1, R)/J ·H1(Y1, R)→ H1(Y0, R)

are isomorphisms. The former map is shown to be an isomorphism in [2,
Proposition 1.3] (where we use the fact that H1(X1, C1, R) ' H1(Γ1, R)).
As for the latter map, notice it is a surjective map so it suffices to prove
that H1(Y1, R)/J ·H1(Y1, R) is a free R-module of rank 2m+ 1. There is a
perfect and Λ-equivariant pairing H1(X1, C1, R) ×H1(Y1, R) → R (namely
the intersection pairing twisted by the Atkin–Lehner involution). In [2, Step
1, Proof of Proposition 2.8], it is shown that as a Λ-module, H1(X1, C1, R) is
isomorphic to Λ2m⊕Λ/J. Thus, we have a Λ-equivariant group isomorphism
H1(Y1, R) ' Λ2m⊕Λ/J. This proves that H1(Y1, R)/J ·H1(Y1, R) has rank
2m+ 1 over R. This concludes the proof of property (v), and thus the proof
of Lemma 2.2. �

We define
W1 = (J ]1(Qp)/ϕ1(Z[C1]0))[r],

W0
1 = (J ],sub

1 /ϕ1(Z[Cet
1 ]0))[r]

and W1
1 = W1/W

0
1. By Lemma 2.2 (i), W1 is a T1 and Gal(Qp/Qp)-

module. Furthermore, W0
1 is a sub- T1 and Gal(Qp/K)-module.

Lemma 2.3. The inclusion G1 ⊂J ],sub
1 induces an isomorphism

(G1/ϕ1(Z[Cet
1 ]0))[r]

∼−→W 0
1 .

In particular, W0
1 is stable by Gal(Qp/Qp).

Proof. We first note that by Lemma 2.2 (iv), G1/ϕ1(Z[Cet
1 ]0) is well-defined.

Let x ∈ J ],sub
1 such that r · x ∈ ϕ1(Z[Cet

1 ]0). By Lemma 2.2 (iv), there
exists y ∈ G1 such that r · x = r · y. Thus, we have r · (x − y) = 0, so

x − y ∈ J ],sub
1 [r] = G1[r]. This proves that x ∈ G1. The second statement

of the lemma follows from the fact that J
′,]
1 is defined over Zp. �

We define W1 = W1[J ′], W 0
1 = W0

1[J ′] and W 1
1 = W1

1[J ′]. Since taking
the kernel by J ′ is exact, we have an exact sequence of Λ-modules

0→W 0
1 →W1 →W 1

1 → 0 .

Furthermore, this exact sequence is Gal(Qp/Qp) and T1 equivariant.
We prove Theorem 2.1 (i). By Lemma 2.2 (v), the R-module W1/J ·W1

is free of rank 2m + 2. By Nakayama’s lemma, there is a surjection of Λ-
modules Λ2m+2 → W1. To prove that this surjection is an isomorphism, it
suffices to prove that the rank of W1 over R is r · (2m+ 2). By Lemma 2.2
(i), the snake lemma provides an exact sequence of Λ-modules

(14) 0→ J ]1(Qp)[r, J
′]→W1 → (Λ⊕ Λ)0 → 0

12



where (Λ⊕Λ)0 is the kernel of the composite Λ⊕Λ
(x,y)7→x+y−−−−−−−→ Λ→ Λ/J = R

(we identify (Λ⊕ Λ)0 with R[C1]0[J ′]). The R-module J ]1(Q)[r, J ′] is free of
rank 2rm+1 (this follows from the Riemann-Hurwitz formula, alternatively
this follows from [2, Theorem 1]). The R-module (Λ ⊕ Λ)0 is free of rank
2r − 1. This proves that the R-module W1 is free of rank r · (2m + 2), so
this concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1 (i).

We prove Theorem 2.1 (ii). By Lemma 2.2 (ii) and (iii), (14) fits into a
commutative diagram of R-modules whose rows are exact:

0 J ]1(Qp)[r, J
′] W1 (Λ⊕ Λ)0 0

0 J ]0(Qp)[r] W0 R 0

τ .

By [4, Proposition 4.2], the vertical map J ]0(Q)[r]→ J ]1(Q)[r, J ′] is injective

and its image is J ]1(Q)[r,J]. The vertical map R → (Λ ⊕ Λ)0 sends 1
to
∑

ζ∈µr(Fp)[ζ] ⊕ −
∑

ζ′∈µr(Fp)[ζ
′], so it is injective. It follows that τ is

injective. Since the image of τ is clearly contained in W1[J ], it remains to
show the equality. It suffices to prove that W1[J ] is a free R-module of the
same rank as the one of W0, namely 2m+ 2. This follows from Theorem 2.1
(i). The map τ is T1 and Gal(Qp/Qp)-equivariant by construction, so this
proves Theorem 2.1 (ii).

We prove Theorem 2.1 (iii). de Shalit constructed an exact sequence (cf.
[2, §2.7]) of T1 and Gal(Qp/Qp)-modules:

0→ J ]1[r]sub → J ]1[r]→ J ]1[r]quot → 0 .

Furthermore, de Shalit proved (cf. [4, Theorem 4.3]) that we have isomor-

phisms of Λ-modules J ]1[r]sub ' R ⊕ Λm and J ]1[r]quot ' Λm. By construc-

tion, we have J ]1[r]sub = J ],sub
1 [r]. Thus, we have a commutative diagram

whose rows and columns are exact, T1 and Gal(Qp/Qp) equivariant:

0 0 0

0 R[Cet
1 ]0[J ′] R[C1]0[J ′] R[Cµ1 ][J ′] 0

0 W 0
1 W1 W 1

1 0

0 J ]1[r]sub[J ′] J ]1[r][J ′] J ]1[r]quot[J ′] 0

0 0 0

.

Note that the middle column is isomorphic to (14). Note also that as we
have isomorphisms of Λ-modules R[Cµ1 ][J ′] ' Λ and R[Cet

1 ]0[J ′] ' J . Using
13



the above diagram and the fact that W1 is free over Λ, we conclude that
W 0

1 and W 1
1 are free Λ-modules of rank m + 1. We also conclude that

W 0
1 [J ] = J ]1[r]sub[J ′, J ] = J ]1[r]sub[J] and that W 1

1 [J ] is an extension of R

by J ]1[r]quot[J]. We know that via the isomorphism J ]0[r]
∼−→ J ]1[r,J], the

submodule Hom(N,R) of J ]0[r] is identified with J ]1[r]sub[J] (this follows
again from [4, Theorem 4.3]). Thus, the submodule Hom(N,R) of W0 is
identified with W 0

1 [J ] via τ . This concludes the proof of Theorem 2.1 (iii).
We finally prove Theorem 2.1 (iv). We first consider the Galois action on

W 0
1 . We begin by proving that W 0

1 is unramified. Let x ∈W 0
1 and let x̃ be

a lift of x to J ],sub
1 , so that r · x̃ ∈ ϕ1(Z[Cet

1 ]0). Let g in the inertia group

of Gal(Qp/Qp). By Lemma 2.3, y := g · x̃ − x̃ belongs to the the kernel

of the reduction map ρ : (J ]
1 )0 → (J ]

1/Fp
)0(Fp). Furthermore, we have

r · y = 0 since r · x̃ is in ϕ1(Z[Cet
1 ]0) ⊂ J ]1(Q). Since gcd(r, p) = 1 we get

y = 0, so W 0
1 is unramified. The proof of [2, Proposition §3.2] shows that

ρ(Up · x̃ − p · Frob−1
p ·x̃) = 0 where Frobp ∈ Gal(Qp/Qp) is any arithmetic

Frobenius. Thus, we have Up · x̃− p · Frob−1
p ·x̃ ∈ Ker(ρ). Furthermore, we

have r · (Up · x̃− p ·Frob−1
p ·x̃) = 0 since r · x̃ ∈ ϕ1(Z[Cet

1 ]0), Up acts on Cet
1 by

multiplication by p and Frobp acts trivially on ϕ1(Z[Cet
1 ]0). This proves that

Up·x̃−p·Frob−1
p ·x̃ ∈ Ker(ρ)[r] = 0, so Up·x = p·Frob−1

p ·x = Frob−1
p ·x (since

p ≡ 1 (modulo r)). We have thus proved that the action of Gal(Qp/Qp) on

W 0
1 is given by φ−1. The fact that the action of Gal(Qp/Qp) on W 1

1 is given

by φ〈.〉−1 follows from the proof of [2, §3.7 Proposition].
�

2.3. Conclusion of the proof of Theorem 1.6. The rest of the proof is
now close to the one of de Shalit. We thus sketch the main steps and refer
to his papers for further details.

Recall that in T, we have U2
p−1 = 0. SinceW1[J ] = W0 andW1 is free over

Λ by Theorem 2.1, the endomorphism U2
p− 1 of W1[J2] induces an element

in HomR(W1[J2]/W1[J ],W1[J ]). The choice of log : (Z/pZ)× → R yields a
generator [d] − 1 of J over Λ, where d ∈ F×p is such that log(d) = 1. The

multiplication by [d]− 1 induces an identification W1[J2]/W1[J ] = W1[J ] =
W0 since W1 is free over Λ. Thus U2

p − 1 induces an endomorphism of

W0, which we denote by U ′p (thought as the “tame derivative” of U2
p −

1). By construction, U ′p commutes with the action of T and Gal(Qp/Qp).

Furthermore, U ′p stabilises W 0
0 and W 1

0 since Up stabilises W 0
1 and W 1

1 .
The following result (and its proof) is similar to [4, §4.11 Theorem].

Theorem 2.4. We have U ′p = LR in EndR(W0).
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Proof. Let M1 = W1[J2], M0
1 = W 0

1 [J2], M1
1 = W 1

1 [J2] and T′1 = (T1 ⊗Z

R)/J2 · (T1⊗ZR). We have a commutative diagram of T′1 and Gal(Qp/Qp)-
modules

(15)

0 0 0

0 W 0
0 W0 W 1

0 0

0 M0
1 M1 M1

1 0

0 W 0
0 W0 W 1

0 0

0 0 0

,

where the first line (resp. the third line) corresponds to the J-invariants
(resp. J-coinvariants).

Lemma 2.5. The natural map (T1 ⊗Z R)/J · (T1 ⊗Z R) → T ⊗Z R is an
isomorphism.

Proof. Note that there is indeed a natural map T1 → T, whose kernel con-
tains the augmentation ideal, given by restriction to M2(Γ0) ⊂ M2(Γ1)
(where M2(Γi) is the space of modular forms over Z of weight 2 and level
Γi). Recall (cf. (13)) that we have an isomorphism

(16) H1(X1, C1, R)+/J ·H1(X1, C1, R)+
∼−→ H1(X0, C0, R)+ ,

where the ‘+’ sign means the invariant for the action of the complex conju-
gation (we use the fact that ` is odd).

We claim that H1(X0, C0, R)+ is free of rank 1 over T⊗ZR. Since T⊗ZR
is an Artinian ring, it suffices to prove it after localizing at maximal ideals.
For non maximal Eisenstein ideals, this is a consequence of [12, Proposition
18.3] since ` is odd. For the Eisenstein maximal ideal, this is deduced from
Mazur’s result in [9, Proposition 4.1].

We thus have a (non-canonical) commutative diagram

T1 ⊗Z R H1(X1, C1, R)+

T⊗Z R H1(X0, C0, R)+

f

where the bottom arrow is an isomorphism and the vertical maps are the
natural ones. The map f is surjective modulo J ·H1(X1, C1, R)+, and hence
surjective. Since T1 ⊗Z R and H1(X1, C1, R)+ are finite groups of the same
cardinality, f is an isomorphism. By (16), the kernel of T1⊗ZR→ T0⊗ZR
is J · (T1 ⊗Z R). �
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Lemma 2.6. The T′1-modules M0
1 and M1

1 are free of rank 1.

Proof. By [7, Theorems 0.5 and 1.14], the T⊗Z R-modules W 0
0 and W 1

0 are
free of rank 1. By Nakayama’s lemma, the modules M0

1 and M1
1 are cyclic

over T′1. We know by Theorem 2.1 (iii) that M0
1 and M1

1 are free Λ/J2-
modules of rank m + 1. By Lemma 2.5 and Nakayama’s Lemma, T′1 has
m + 1 generators as a Λ/J2. By comparison of cardinalities, M0

1 and M1
1

are in fact free over T′1. �

Both U ′p and LR stabilise W 0
0 = Hom(N,R) and W 1

0 = N ⊗Z R.

Lemma 2.7. We have U ′p = LR in End(W 0
0 ) and End(W 1

0 ).

Proof. The proof is a standard Galois cohomological computation using (15)
and Theorem 2.1 (iv). We refer to the proofs of [4, §4.11 and §5.3 Theorem]
for the structure of the proof, which is easily adaptable to our situation. In
the notation of de Shalit, U ′p corresponds to −Bp (resp. −Cp) in End(W 0

0 )

(resp. End(W 1
0 )). The sign difference corresponds to the fact that de Shalit

considers in [4] diamond operators which are dual (equivalently inverse)
to our diamond operators (the latter corresponding to the ones of [2]), cf.
Remarks 2.1 (i). �

We now conclude the proof of Theorem 2.4. The T ⊗Z R-modules W 0
0

and W 1
0 are free of rank 1. We can thus find a splitting (as Hecke modules)

of (8) and write W0 ' W 0
0 ⊕W 1

0 . The Hecke operator LR preserves this
decomposition. By Lemma 2.7, it suffices to show that we can choose this
splitting so that it is stable by U ′p. This follows from Lemma 2.6 and the

fact that U2
p − 1 is in T′1. �

By definition of W0 and by Lemma 2.2, there is a canonical Hecke and

Galois equivariant embedding J ]0(Qp)[r] ↪→W0. Since we have fixed embed-

dings Q ↪→ Qp and Q ↪→ C, we have canonical identifications of T-modules

J ]0(Qp)[r] = J ]0(Q)[r] = J ]0(C)[r] = SymbΓ0
(R) .

We refer to [4, §2.4 (9)] for the details of how these idenfications work and
to [4, §2.5] for the precise definition of the action of T on SymbΓ0

(R) (in
this case, since Hecke operators are self-dual there are no possible confusions
anyway). Note that U ′p stabilises SymbΓ0

(R) by Theorem 2.4. To conclude
the proof of Theorem 1.6 it suffices to prove the following result, which is in
fact an easy consequence of [4, Proposition 3.14].

Theorem 2.8. For all ψ ∈ SymbΓ0
(R)Up=1, we have

(17) (U ′p · ψ)((0)− (∞)) =

p−1∑
a=1

λR(a) · ψ((a/p)− (∞)) .

Proof. Following [4, §3.12], let s : SymbΓ1
(R) → SymbΓ0

(R) be the trace
map, corresponding to the projection map H1(Y1, R) → H1(Y0, R). We

apply [4, Proposition 3.14] with W 0 = J ]1(Qp)[r] in the notation of [4, §3.9].

We get that for all ψ ∈ s(SymbΓ1
(R))Up=1, formula (17) holds. Note that
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what de Shalit denotes by −2 · (Ap − 1) modulo I2 is the (matrix of the)
restriction of U ′p to SymbΓ0

(R)Up=1 (the minus sign is explained as in the
proof of Lemma 2.7).

Note that (17) is trivially satisfied if ψ is fixed by the complex conjugation
(i.e. for any a, b ∈ P1(Q), we have ψ((−a) − (−b)) = −ψ((a) − (b)). Fur-
thermore, we claim that s induces a surjection SymbΓ1

(R)− → SymbΓ0
(R)−,

where the ‘−’ corresponds to the elements on which the complex conjuga-
tion acts by −1 i.e. to those ψ such that ψ((a)− (b)) = ψ((−a)− (−b)). To
prove this claim, it suffices to prove that the map H1(Y1, R)− → H1(Y0, R)−
is surjective. This follows from the facts that ` is odd, H1(Yi, R) = Γab

i ⊗ZR
(i = 0, 1) and the fact that for any γ ∈ Γ0, we have c(γ) · γ−1 ∈ Γ1 where

c(γ) =

(
−1 0
0 1

)
γ

(
−1 0
0 1

)
corresponds to the complex conjugation. This

concludes the proof of Theorem 2.8. �

3. Applications using Mazur’s Eisenstein ideal

Keep the notation of §1.5. Fix an integer s such that 1 ≤ s ≤ t. We
denote by Ls the image of LR in T⊗Z Z/`sZ.

Let H := H1(X0(p), cusps,Z/`sZ) be the singular homology of X0(p)
relative to the cusps, with coefficients in Z/`sZ. Similarly, we denote by H0

the absolute homology H1(X0(p),Z/`sZ). We denote by H+ (resp. (H0)+)
the subspace of H (resp. H0) fixed by the complex conjugation. If α,
β ∈ P1(Q), we denote by {α, β} ∈ H the class of the geodesic path between
α and β in the Poincaré upper-half plane.

Recall that we defined a K-theoretic group Ks just above the statement
of Theorem 1.10.

3.1. Some reminder about K-theory. We briefly summarize the basic
K-theory relevant to our work. If E is a field, then by Matsumoto’s theorem
we have a canonical isomorphism

K2(E) ' E× ⊗Z E
×/〈x⊗ y where x, y ∈ E× satisfy x+ y = 1〉 .

The Steinberg symbol {x, y} ∈ K2(E) corresponds to the image of x⊗ y in
the right hand side of this isomorphism. If E is a number field and OE,S
denotes the ring of S-integers of E for some finite set of primes S, then we
have the following localization exact sequence of Quillen:

0→ K2(OE,S)→ K2(E)→
⊕
p6∈S

(OE/p)× → 0

where the map K2(E) → (OE/p)× for a prime p 6∈ S is the so-called
tame symbol. It sends a Steinberg symbol {x, y} to the residue class of

(−1)vp(x)vp(y) x
vp(y)

yvp(x)
modulo p (here, vp is the p-adic valuation). It is known

that the group K2(OE,S) is finite.
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3.2. Results concerning the Eisenstein ideal. In this paragraph, we
recall some results concerning the Eisenstein ideal that we will use to prove
the theorems stated in §1.5.

By Manin, we have a surjective group homomorphism ξ : Z[Γ0\SL2(Z)]→

H sending Γ0 ·
(
a b
c d

)
to { bd ,

a
c}. We identify Γ0\ SL2(Z) with P1(Z/pZ),

via the map Γ0 ·
(
a b
c d

)
7→ [c : d]. The subgroup H0 of H is spanned by

the elements ξ([a : 1]) with a 6≡ 0 (modulo p). Since [a : 1] corresponds

to the coset Γ0 ·
(

1 0
a 1

)
, the group H0 is spanned by the elements {0, 1

a}

for a ∈ Z coprime to p (this only depends on a modulo p). Let wp ∈ T
be the Atkin–Lehner involution (which, in this case, is simply −Up). We
have wp{0, 1

a} = {∞,−a
p}, so H0 is also spanned by the elements {∞, ap}

for a ∈ Z coprime to p. In view of (4), it will be more convenient to work
with the latter elements rather than the original Manin symbols.

Theorem 3.1. (i) We have I ·H+ = (H0)+.

(ii) (Mazur) There is a group isomorphism (H0)+/I · (H0)+
∼−→ Z/`sZ

sending
∑

a∈(Z/pZ)× λa · {∞,
a
p} to

∑
a∈(Z/pZ)× λa · log(a) modulo `s.

(iii) (Wang–Lecouturier) There is a group isomorphism I · (H0)+/I
2 ·

(H0)+
∼−→ J · Ks/J2 · Ks sending

∑
a∈(Z/pZ)× λa · {∞,

a
p} to∑

a∈(Z/pZ)×

λa ·
(

(1− ζap , 1− ζp)−
1

2
· ([σa]− 1) · (1− ζap , 1− ζp)

)
,

where σa ∈ Gal(K/Q) is the restriction of the automorphism of
Q(ζp) sending ζp to ζap .

Proof. Point (i) is well-known, but we give a proof for the convenience of
the reader. We have an exact sequence of T-modules

0→ H0 → H → (Z/`sZ)[C0]0 → 0

where (Z/`sZ)[C0]0 is the group of degree zero divisors supported on the
cusps C0 = {Γ00,Γ0∞}. Since I annihilates (Z/`sZ)[C0]0, we have I ·H+ ⊂
(H0)+. To prove the equality, it suffices to prove that H+/I ·H+ ' Z/`sZ.
This is a consequence of a result of Mazur, as explained in [9, Proposition
4.1]. Point (ii) follows from [12, Proposition II.18.8]. Point (iii) follows from
[11, Theorem 1.12]. �

The following result, due to Mazur, will be useful.

Proposition 3.2. Let U ∈ T⊗Z Z/`sZ and n ∈ Z≥0. The following asser-
tions are equivalent.

(i) U ∈ In · (T⊗Z Z/`sZ).
(ii) U ·H+ ⊂ In ·H+.

Proof. This follows from the fact that H+ is locally free of rank 1 as a Hecke
module localized at the the maximal ideal I + (`), a consequence of a result
of Mazur (cf. [9, Proposition 4.1]). �
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3.3. Study of α(p, `, s). We first reformulate Theorem 1.6 using the lan-
guage of §3.2. There is a perfect bilinear pairing • : SymbΓ0

(Z/`sZ)×H →
Z/`sZ given by ψ • {α, β} = ψ((α) − (β)). This pairing is T-equivariant,
meaning that for all T ∈ T, ψ ∈ SymbΓ0

(Z/`sZ) and x ∈ H we have
(T ·ψ) •x = ψ • (T ·x) (in general the pairing exchanges T with its dual T ∗,
but in level Γ0 we have T = T ∗).

Theorem 1.6 modulo `s is equivalent to the single equality in H+:

(18) Ls · {0,∞} =
1

2
· (Up + 1) ·

∑
a∈(Z/pZ)×

log(a) · {a
p
,∞}

The factor 1
2 · (Up + 1) is to take into account the fact that Theorem 1.6

is restricted to those ψ fixed by Up (recall that Up = −wp so Up{0,∞} =
−wp{0,∞} = −{∞, 0} = {0,∞}).

We now prove Theorem 1.8. Notice that the right hand side of (18)
lies in (H0)+. By Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 3.1 (i), we have Ls ∈
I · (T⊗ZZ/`sZ). To prove that we have Ls ∈ I2 · (T⊗ZZ/`sZ), it suffices to
prove that we have

∑
a∈(Z/pZ)× log(a) ·{ap ,∞} ∈ I ·(H

0)+. This follows from

Theorem 3.1 (ii) and the fact that
∑

a∈(Z/pZ)× log(a)2 ≡ 0 (modulo `s).

We now prove Theorem 1.10. By (18), Theorem 3.1 (i) and Proposition
3.2, we have α(p, `, s) ≥ 3 if and only if

1

2
· (Up + 1) ·

∑
a∈(Z/pZ)×

log(a) · {a
p
,∞} ∈ I2 · (H0)+ .

Since ` is odd and Up − 1 ∈ ∩n≥0I
n, we have α(p, `, s) ≥ 3 if and only if∑

a∈(Z/pZ)×

log(a) · {a
p
,∞} ∈ I2 · (H0)+ .

By Theorem 3.1 (iii), this is equivalent to saying that∑
a∈(Z/pZ)×

log(a) ·
(

(1− ζap , 1− ζp)−
1

2
· ([σa]− 1) · (1− ζap , 1− ζp)

)
∈ J2 · Ks .

To conclude the proof of Theorem 1.10, it suffices to prove that∑
a∈(Z/pZ)×

log(a) · ([σa]− 1) · (1− ζap , 1− ζp) ∈ J2 · Ks ,

or equivalently, since [σa]−1 ≡ log(a) · ([σd]−1) modulo J2 (where log(d) =
1), that ∑

a∈(Z/pZ)×

log(a)2 · (1− ζap , 1− ζp) ∈ J · Ks .

By Remarks 1.2 (i), this is equivalent to
∑

a∈(Z/pZ)× log(a)3 ≡ 0 (modulo `s),

which is true since ` ≥ 5.
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3.4. The tree formula. This this last paragraph, we prove Theorem 1.9.
We recall the main result of [3], that are essential to our proof. Recall
that by definition, LR is an endomorphism of N ⊗Z R. Joseph Oesterlé
conjectured an explicit formula for this endomorphism, and de Shalit proved
this conjecture in [3] (up to a sign, which is unimportant here since ` is odd).
The formula is as follows (cf. [3, §1.6 Main thm]).

For any E ∈ S, we have in N ⊗Z R:

(19) LR([E]) =
∑
E′∈S
E′ 6=E

1

wE′
· log((j(E′)− j(E))p+1) · ([E′]− [E]) ,

where j(E) is the j-invariant of E. Recall that j(E) is in Fp2 , so (j(E′) −
j(E))p+1 belongs to F×p and we can apply log to it. The image of LR is
visibly contained in N0 ⊗Z R, which is another way to prove that LR ∈
I · (T⊗Z R).

Using results of Mazur and Emerton, one can show that the fact that
α(p, `, t) ≥ 2 implies that the kernel of LR (in N ⊗Z R) contains a free
R-module of rank 2. More precisely, Ker(LR) contains R · e0 ⊕R · e1 where
e0 and e1 are the first two higher Eisenstein elements in N ⊗Z R defined in
[9, §3.1]. We have an explicit elementary formula for e1 [9, Theorem 1.6],
which gives m + 1 quadratic identities in log of difference of supersingular
j-invariants, where m = genus(X0). We leave to the interested reader the
task to write down the formulas, since we focus instead on the single formula
(6).

Fix an ordering (E0, ..., Em) of S and denote by M the matrix of LR

in the R-basis ([E0], ..., [Em]) of N ⊗Z R. Note that M is symmetric if
p ≡ 1 (modulo 12), which we assume from now on. We have seen that
Ker(M) contains a sub-R-module isomorphic to R2. We can thus apply the
following fact (whose proof is easy and left to the reader).

Lemma 3.3. Let q be a prime power and M be a square matrix with coeffi-
cients in Z/qZ whose kernel contains a submodule isomorphic to (Z/qZ)2.
Then all the first minors of M are equal to 0.

To conclude the proof of Theorem 1.9, it suffices to prove that the left-
hand side of (6) is (up to sign) the determinant of a first minor of M . This
is a direct consequence of the weighted matrix-tree theorem (cf. for instance
[1, Theorem 1]) applied to the complete graph whose vertices are elements of
S and whose weight on the edge linking E and E′ is log((j(E′)− j(E))p+1).
Note that we have used the fact that M is symmetric and that the sum of
each column is zero, which is why we assumed p ≡ 1 (modulo 12).
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